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About This Game

Mostly Scared of Spiders is an indie survival/adventure game with multiple endings depending on the players skill and decision
making.
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English

So far so good. You learn as you go along and it is easy / fun to pick up and play. It is quite hard but an enjoyable challenge and
the narrative / atmosphere is good. Jumping back on now.. So far so good. You learn as you go along and it is easy / fun to pick
up and play. It is quite hard but an enjoyable challenge and the narrative / atmosphere is good. Jumping back on now.

Just released - 10% launch discount available : Hello all, The pixel indie game "Mostly Scared of Spiders" is now available on
steam. This adventure survival game is set in the Australian Outback. On a journey with your party, your fate is determined by
player skill and the choices you make. The game offers multiple directions, based on both the fate of party members and player
choice, each path with unique challenges. The game offers multiple play throughs and multiple endings. A survival mode is also
available to test a players ability in a fast and frantic setting, challenging the player to beat their high score.. Mostly Scared of
Spiders - second trailer out. : Mostly Scared of Spiders coming soon.. Mostly Scared of Spiders - Available 30 May 2019! :
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Hello community, wish-listers, friends, Mostly Scared of Spiders will be available on the Steam store page on 30 May 2019.
There will be a 10% launch discount.. Mostly Scared of Spiders - To be released soon! : The game will be available on steam in
the coming days.. Mostly Scared of Spiders - official trailer : The official trailer and store page is now active.
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